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Abstract

Despite increased international trade and reduced costs of obtaining
global patents, the lions share of R&D active firms’ patenting activity
remains national or regional. The current paper analysis this puzzle in
a two-country two-firm duopoly setting. If the innovator opts for a local
home patent, the foreign competitor is free to duplicate the innovation
but forced to restrict his sales to the foreign market. In contrast, by
taking out a global patent, the foreign competitor may imitate (i.e. a suf-
ficiently differentiated product), and with trade the innovator may faces
differentiated goods duopoly on all markets. We examine how the various
patenting strategies, and the imitation, duplication and export decisions
interact, and how trade liberalization or a too narrow patent scope in fact
may slow the proliferation of global patents.
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1 Introduction

The increased ability and dramatically reduced costs of taking out global patents
(sometimes referred to as triadic patents) has, contrary to what one would ex-
pect, failed to trigger a major shift in firms patenting strategies away from
national or regional patents. For example, the World Intellectual Property Or-
ganization, which is in charge of the world wide Patent Cooperation Treaty
(PCT) and hence the handling of PCT applications, states that ”... the vast
majority of PCT applicants [these are by definition knowledge intensive and
R&D active firms] file only a few PCT applications.” (WIPO, 2013, p.32), in
numbers 20% of PCT applicants in 2012 accounted for 80% of all the applica-
tions.1

This is particularly striking, since the increase in world trade due to general
tariff and trade cost reductions would suggest that global patents have become
more valuable to firms in recent years. For example, triadic patent applications
with an USA origin where approximately 5000 in 1980 and 14000 in the year
2000. Normalizing this by the number of national patent applications at the
USA office in the two years (approximately 100000 and 250000 respectively),
it turns out that the proportion of PCT filings stayed more or less constant at
5%, despite an intense period of internationalization in the 20 year time span
(Nagaoka, et al., 2010, Figure 1 and 7).

So why does a substantial share of knowledge-intensive firms in the indus-
trialized world choose to protect their intellectual property only partially, by
taking out only national or regional patents. A number of obvious explanations
are on offer, starting with high registration and administration costs, delays,
patent litigation costs, short product life cycles, too narrow patent scopes, or
the advantages of trade secrets (e.g. Chan, 2010; Hu, 2010; Yang and Kuo,
2008; Ichida, 2012; see also Hall and Harhoff, 2012 for a recent survey of the
Economics of Patents). Yet, what such explanations can not necessarily recon-
cile is the persistent popularity and growth of national or regional patents (local
patents in our terminology).2

The current paper brings forward an alternative – albeit solely theoretical
– explanation. Though on first sight the behavior of taking out local patents
in times of highly globalized economic activity and when global patents are
readily available appears puzzling, the current paper argues that it might well
make sense viewed through the lens of strategic interaction between interna-
tional active firms. We frame this prospect in a two-country two-firms duopoly
model. The starting point of the argument is to note that products that receive
patent protection can, although the patent hinders the threat of direct copy-
ing and thereby homogenous goods competition, still be imitated (sometimes

1Among the top PCT filing firms in 2012, one finds cooperations such as Panasonic, Huawei
and Intel and while PCT applications are filed in all sectors approximately 30% are in the
area of computer technology and digital communication (WIPO, 2013).

2Moreover, the ability to license patent rights to foreign firms and the prospect of joining
patent pools, should in principle bias firms towards taking out global patents. Also, there
is substantial sectoral variation in patenting patters, which obviously can be explained by
different costs, product life cycles, licensing opportunities, etc.
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referred to innovating around the patent) and hence face differentiated product
competition. Whereby the degree of product differentiation needed depends on
the scope of the patent. Accordingly, by taking out a global patent the invent-
ing home firm may trigger the foreign firm to engage in imitation, resulting in
global differentiated goods competition on all markets. In contrast, by taking
out only a local (national to the home market) patent, the inventing firm may
be able to trigger the competitor firm to produce (i.e. duplicate or ”reverse
engineering”) a copy product, which – given the local patent – it can only sell
on the foreign market. This results in homogenous goods duopoly overseas, but
maintains the inventors monopoly status at home. Put differently, with a local
patent the innovator may be able to preserve a monopoly status on the home
market and a homogenous goods duopoly status on the foreign market, com-
pared to a differentiated goods duopoly situation on both markets in the event
of taking out a global patent. The model analyzes if and under what conditions
such constatation can materialize and defines the various outcomes and their
dependence on the exogenous policy parameters: trade costs and scope of the
patent (i.e. the degree of product differentiation needed in order not to infringe
on patent rights).

We find inter alia that in the wake of closer economic integration (i.e. reduced
trade costs), the preference for local patents may change depending on the scope
of the patents. For a narrow patent (little protection) the inventing firm will
always take out only a local patent on the home market, but the strength of
competition can change as the foreign competitor, at sufficiently low trade costs,
may imitate (depending on the imitation costs) and start competing on the home
market with a product with a low degree of differentiation. For a broader patent
(granting more of a monopoly status), however, we find that a possible outcome
is that the national firm takes out a local patent for high trade costs, a global
patent for medium trade costs, and a local patent for low trade costs.

It is important to notice, that our model arrives at these results although we
have stacked the deck against our findings. We have switched off any imitation,
or duplication costs for the foreign firm, and we set the patenting costs for the
innovating firm of both local and global patens equal to zero. Hence, even when
the cost of obtaining wide protection (i.e. the global patent) are identical to the
costs of receiving partial (local) patent protection, the innovating firm may still
prefer the lower lever protection (local patent).

There are a few strands of related literature: Patenting, patenting strategy,
and international patenting have received a great deal of attention recently (e.g.
Chan, 2010; Hu, 2010; Yang and Kuo, 2008; Ichida, 2012). However, this
literature is mostly empirical in nature and the previous research has focused
on and succeeded in identifying and quantifying direct cost drivers and thus
the intra-firms trade-offs involved in various patenting strategies (say the role
of litigation costs and risks). Obviously this direction of research has not dealt
with the type of strategic interaction between firms and international trade that
is at the center of the present paper. Moreover, it has also been pointed out
that this literature has little to offer in terms of theory, as inter-alia been noted
by Huang and Jacob (2012) . A second branch of related literature is, although
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not dealing with issues of patenting, the previous theoretical work on imperfect
competition trade and international duopoly (starting with the works of Brander
and Krugman, 1983; Brander and Spencer, 1984/1985). Our modeling choices
and the set-up presented here follow directly from this classic strand of literature.
A final strand of literature, is related to our current paper in terms of some of the
identified effects, though not the research question. Some recent work dealing
with international cartel stability has identified anti-competitive effects from
trade liberalization, e.g. Lommerud and Sørgard (2001), Bond and Syropoulos
(2008). Such effects are mirrored in our framework. In the cartel-stability
literature, the willingness to maintain an international cartel increases as trade
costs fall (driven by the more severe punishment phase in case of lower trade
costs and a collapsed cartel). In our model, reduced trade costs may for a
certain parameter range make the innovator switch from a global patent to a
local patent: thus triggering the foreign competitor to duplicate and stay abroad
and thus maintaining the innovators monopoly at home resulting in one-way
trade. Again, such situation could be labeled as an anti-competitive outcome
from trade liberalization.

Overall, the findings of our theoretical analysis give rise to a number of policy
insights (see also OECD, 2004, for a broader perspective at policy challenges
related to patents). Firstly, the moderate proliferation of global patents and
continuing prevalence of local patents may well emerge as the optimal patenting
strategy of innovative firms in imperfect competitive settings with international
trade. Second, this issue is most pronounced when patents are narrow in scope.
Third, increased free trade will not in all cases trigger a tendency for more global
patenting activity. Finally, strategic behavior of the patenting firm, may result
in constellations (for interim levels of trade costs), where we see one-way trade
and thus do not harvest the full pro-competitive effects of trade cost reductions.
However, close to – or for full – free trade, two way trade will always take place,
independent of the patenting strategy of the innovator, and always, resulting in
imitation and thus the full pro-competitive effect.

The paper is structured as follows. Section two presents the model. In
section three the results of the model are shown. The results are discussed in
section four. Section five concludes.

2 The model

We set up a simple two country model, where one firm exists in each country.
The firms produce for their domestic market respectively and they may choose to
export their product to the other country. The countries – home (H) and foreign
(F) – are identical in terms of size, production costs, and consumers’ preferences,
but the firms in the two countries differ in one aspect. It is assumed that the
firm in country H (named firm 1) innovates a product. Subsequently it must
choose to protect its innovation by a patent whereafter the firm in the country F
(named firm 2) reacts (either imitating the innovation or duplicating it) finally
both firms make their export decision. Firm 2 does not have the possibility to
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take a patent, Firm 2 can only launch one product in reaction to the innovation.
We are only interested in situations where both firms produce, thus in fact, we
can think of the situation as capturing two multi-product firms active in the
same sector and both with innovation activity. Randomly a new product arrives,
and we focus on the patenting decision for this new product. In order to isolate
the effects of strategic interaction in patenting choices and international trade
we set all patenting costs and all imitation and duplication costs to zero, the
effects of these various cost drivers have been studied extensively in the previous
literature (see introduction). As a result, in our model, firm 1 will always take
out a patent, and firm 2 will always react. All results extend to the case with
positive patenting and imitation/duplication costs.

Firm 1 chooses between two types of patents. It can either take a local
patent or a global patent. A local patent is protecting the idea only in the
home country. On the other hand, a global patent protects the idea in both
countries. The patent scope is represented by the exogenous policy parameter,
ϕ; i.e. how broad or narrow patents are. Patents protect an idea by issuing
a number of claims. A narrow patent covers a limited range of claims while a
broad patent covers a wide range of claims; hence a broad patent provides the
widest scope for protection and allows the patent owner to exclude other firms
from participating in a wider range of activities.

Firm 2 reacts on the innovation and patent issued by firm 1. If the product
on a market where firm 2 wants to compete is protected by a patent by firm
1, firm 2 can choose to imitate the product (recall that we assume zero cost
for imitation/duplication). It knows the idea behind the product through the
patent release and can thus enter the market by making a differentiated product.
The degree of product differentiation needed to enter the market depends on
the scope of the patent. A broad patent by firm 1 means that firm 2 has to
differentiate it’s product a lot from the product of firm 1. A narrow patent
on the other hand, means that firm 2 can make a variety close to the product
variety of firm 1; i.e. firm 2 doesn’t have to differentiate much. The two firms
will in this case compete in a differentiated goods duopoly. If the product is not
protected by a patent on a market (e.g. firm 1 has taken a local patent on the
home market only) firm 2 can simply copy the product (again and zero costs).
In that case firm 1 and firm 2 compete in a homogeneous goods duopoly on the
foreign market.

What looks like an extremely simple setup turns out to arrive at a rich
set of results once we consider the strategic interaction of firms surrounding the
patent decision and once we examine how a reduction in trade costs and changes
in the scope of the patent influences the outcome of the model. In short, the
implication of the model is that it might make sense in some circumstances
for a firm to take a local patent instead of a global patent – despite the fact
that both patent types come at identical (zero) costs. The intuition is, that
by taking a local patent, the innovating firm can preserve a monopoly status
on the home market and a homogenous products duopoly status on the foreign
market, compared to a situation with a global patent where the outcome is a
differentiated goods duopoly situation on both markets. The results depends
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on the trade costs, and not least the degree of product differentiation needed in
order not to infringe on patent rights.

Consumers in the two countries are identical with respect to their prefer-
ences. Consumers love variety and consume a variety of brands if possible. We
assume in the background a model of product differentiation like in Krugman
(1979, 1980) and Bernhofen (2001) with a quadratic and strictly concave utility
function similar to Spence (1976). With the Bowley demand functions that arise
out of this, the market size will vary with the degree of differentiation between
goods.

The inverse demand for a firm i in country z, z = H,F is, for example, given
by:

piz = α− β(qiz + ϕqjz) (1)

where qiz, qjz are the quantities of the two firms (i, j = 1, 2 and i ̸= j) and p the
price. The parameter ϕ (0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1) measures how the consumers perceive the
products to be differentiated. For ϕ = 0 we have maximum product differentia-
tion; i.e. products are distinct and do in fact not competing on the same market
(this would be the case for a very broad patent). In the other extreme where
ϕ = 1 products are homogeneous (the case of a very narrow patent, where it is
easy for the imitator to innovate around the patent). The inverse demand func-
tion in equation (1) gives demand for product i in country z under monopoly
by setting qjz = 0.

The structure of the decisions in the model is that firm 1 in country H makes
an innovation that it wants to protect through a patent. Hence, firm 1 chooses
the type of the patent, whereafter firm 2 from country F reacts and decides
whether to duplicate or imitate. Finally, the decision to engage in international
trade or not is made. The market structure will change according to the patent
type and reaction by firm 2. Possible market structures are the following. In the
H country, a domestic monopoly or a differentiated goods duopoly may occur.
In the F country, a monopoly, a differentiated or a homogeneous good duopoly
may occur. Decisive factors for the outcome in the model is the trade cost and
the imitation cost. The model is solved by backwards induction. Table (1)
below shows the principle market structure outcomes of the game.
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Firm 1 (Home)
Global Patent Local Patent

export do not export export do not export

Firm 2
(Foreign)

Imitate
export

(A) (B)
H: dif. duopoly N/A H: dif duopoly N/A
F: dif. duopoly due to symmetry F: dif duopoly due to symmetry

do not
export

(D) (D)
N/A H: monopoly N/A H: monopoly

due to symmetry F: monopoly due to symmetry F: monopoly

duplicate
export

N/A
N/A due to patent

do not
export

(C) (D)
due to patent H: monopoly H: monopoly

F: hom. duopoly F: monopoly

Tabel 1: The principle market structure outcomes of the game.

In table (1) we state the patent possibilities of firm 1 and the reactions of
firm 2 in the two dimensions of the table and measure the corresponding market
structure outcomes. Despite the simplicity of the model, in principle 16 possible
cases arises. However, a fair number of cases collapse into identical outcomes
and some cases are irrelevant. Some cases are not possible at all. If firm 1 takes
a global patent, firm 2 can not decide to duplicate. The same line of argument is
valid if firm 1 takes a local patent; by definition, firm 2 can not copy the product
and export it to country (H), exactly because it is protected by a patent.3 For
symmetry reasons at the firm level, other cases can be excluded. If it is not
profitable for firm 1 to export then firm 2 will not find it profitable either. As
a result our set-up arrives a limited number of relevant possible outcomes.

The remaining cases of our table are of non-trivial interest. Let firm 1
take a global patent and let firm 2 imitate and make a differentiated variety
of the product. In case of export, the market structure will turn out to be a
differentiated goods duopoly in both countries. In case of no export, a monopoly
will exist in both countries. Now let firm 1 take a local patent. In the case where
firm 2 imitates we will have the same market structure outcomes as with global
patents. In the situation where firm 2 reacts by duplicating the product, it
can only be present in the F country. Hence, the market structure will be so
that firm 1 will always have monopoly power in country H. If firm 1 chooses
to export to country F, there will be a homogeneous goods duopoly due to the
duplication. If firm 1 stays in country H, firm 2 will obviously have a monopoly
in country F.

To solve the model we proceed by finding market equilibrium.

3Again, we abstract from issues such as violating patents, legal costs, detection risks,
litigation costs, etc.
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2.1 The basic model - market equilibrium (prices, quan-
tities and profits) without patents

We make the analysis for Cournot competition. From the inverse demand func-
tion given in (1) we can easily derive the standard results for price (p), quantity
(q) and firm profit (π) under monopoly (m) and homogeneous as well as differ-
entiated goods duopoly (d). These are the building blocks for the subsequent
analysis.

In case of monopoly on the domestic market we get:

qm1H = qm2F =
α− c

2β
(2)

pm1H = pm2F =
α+ c

2
(3)

πm
1H = πm

2F =
(c− α)2

4β
(4)

where c is the marginal cost of production.
International trade is associated with trade costs. We model trade cost (τ)

as a specific tariff and hence an increase in marginal costs.4

As illustrated in table 1, another potential market structure outcome is a
differentiated goods duopoly competition between firm 1 and firm 2. In this
case the market equilibrium is:

qd1H = qd2F =
(α− c)(2− ϕ) + τϕ

β(4− ϕ2)
(5)

qd1F = qd2H =
(α− c)(2− ϕ)− 2τ

β(4− ϕ2)
(6)

pd1H = pd2F =
α(2− ϕ) + ϕ(τ + c(1− ϕ)) + 2c

4− ϕ2
(7)

pd1F = pd2H =
α(2− ϕ) + (c+ τ)(2− ϕ2) + cϕ

4− ϕ2
(8)

Profits from a firm’s domestic market with duopoly competition is given by:

πd
1H = πd

2F =
(2(α− c)− ϕ(α− c− τ))2

β(4− ϕ2)2
(9)

and profits from a firm’s foreign market with duopoly is given by:

πd
1F = πd

2H =
((α− c)(2− ϕ)− 2τ)2

β(4− ϕ2)2
(10)

4In case of monopoly on the foreign market – a case that dose not arise in our set-up, this

will accordingly result in qm1F = qm2H =
α−(c+τ)

2β
, pm1F = pm2H = α+c+τ

2
, and πm

1F = πm
2H =

(c−α+τ)2

4β
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The market outcome for a homogeneous goods duopoly is found simply by
setting ϕ = 1 in the above equations.

2.2 Possible outcomes with patents

Above we have shown the ingredients for the analysis. Combining with table
1 we can now state the corresponding profits expression. In the case (A) of
a global patent (indicated by glo), imitation (indicated by imi) and export of
both firms, profits are given by:

πd,glo
1 = πd

1H + πd
1F , (11)

πd,imi
2 = πd

2F + πd
2H . (12)

In the case (B) with local patent (indicated by loc), imitation and export of

both firms, profit for firm (2) is given by πd,imi
2 and profit for firm (1) is given

by: πd,loc
1 = πd

1H + πd
1F = πd,glo

1 . I.e. firm profits are identical in the cases of
global and local patents 5.

Analyzing the case (C) where firm 1 takes a local patent, firm 2 duplicates
and only firm 1 exports, we have that profits for the two firms are given by:

πd,loc
1 |ϕ=1 = πm

1H + πd
1F |ϕ=1 (13)

πd,dup
2 |ϕ=1 = πd

2F |ϕ=1 . (14)

In the remaining non-trivial cases (D) in table 1 the market structure out-
comes are the same; no firms will export and we will have domestic monopoly
in both countries. Hence, profits are given by equation (4).

By inserting the the expressions for profits from equation (4), (9) and (10)
we can get explicit expressions for the profit in the various cases analyzed above
(the explicit expressions are however not shown here). It is evident, that i)
integration through reduction in trade cost (τ) and ii) the scope of the patent
through the degree of product differentiation (ϕ) are two dimensions of crucial
interest for the outcome of the model. In the section below we find various (τ)
and (ϕ) loci of indifference; i.e. expressions of correlations between (τ) and (ϕ)
where profits of two different cases are equal.

2.3 Loci of indifference

I. Prohibited trade costs. To find the upper limit for trade we analyze the
case where a firm does not want to sell its product on a foreign market in a
differentiated duopoly; hence we solve πd

1F = πd
2H = 0. Solving the equation

gives τmax = (2−ϕ)(α−c)
2 . In the case of a homogeneous duopoly, ϕ is set to 0 to

find the prohibited trade cost which is equal to α−c
2 .

5This is due to the fact that the costs of taking a local and a global patent are identical.
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II. Profits of firm 1 taking a global – or local – patent with differ-
entiated cournot in H and F compared to profits of firm 1 taking a
local patent with monopoly in H and homogeneous cournot in F. In
this case, situation (A) – or (B) – and (C) are compared for firm 1; hence we

solve πd,glo
1 = πd,loc

1 |ϕ=1.

III. Profits of firm 1 taking a global patent with differentiated
cournot in H and F compared to profits of firm 1 taking a local patent
and staying only at H as a monopolist. In this case, situation (A) and (D)

are compared for firm 1; hence we solve πd,glo
1 = πm

1H

IV. Profits of firm 2 staying out of H and duplication in F com-
pared to profits of firm 2 entering H and F and imitating, in the case
where firm 1 is taking a local patent. In this case, situation (C) and (B)

are compared for firm 2; hence we solve πd,dup
2 |ϕ=1= πd,imi

2 . Note that in the
case where firm 2 imitates it does not matter for the profit comparisons whether
firm 1 takes a local or global patent, as the market structure will be the same
on both markets.

3 Results

Figure 1 below mirrors the different cases in table 1 and shows 4 areas repre-
senting the outcomes of patenting choices and trade choices in a τ , ϕ space 6.
The dividing lines and curves are given by the loci of indifference found above.

Area (i) is limited by the axis and by loci of indifference given in cases (II)
and (III). Area (ii) is besides of being limited from area (i) restricted by the
the prohibited trade costs given in case (I). The upper limit is given by the
prohibited trade costs for a differentiated duopoly whereas the lower limit is
given by the prohibited trade costs for a homogeneous duopoly. The dividing
line between area (iii) and (iv) is given by the locus of indifference in case (IV ).

The different areas are described below:

Area (i)
Firm 1: Global patent
Firm 2: Imitates, which is prefer for low τ . For high τ firm 2 would have pre-
ferred to duplicate and stay out of H. That is not possible, and firm 2 imitates,
as that gives positive profits
Firm 1 and 2 wishes in in same directions for low τ and in conflict for high τ ,
which ”hurts” firm 2.

Note that since τ < τmax there will be international trade. Firm 1 sells the

6Note, that without loss of generality the figure is drawn for specific values of the param-
eters (α = 1, β = 1, c = 0).
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- ϕ

6
τ

1

0.5

1

(i)

Global Patent
Imitation
two-way trade

(iv)

Local Patent
Imitation, two-way trade

(iii)

Local Patent
Duplication

one-way trade

(ii)

Local Patent
Duplication, no trade

broad patent narrow patent
(highly differentiated)

Figure 1: The outcomes of patenting choices and trade choices in τ , ϕ space.

product in H and F. Firm 2 has imitated the product and sells the variant in H
and F, and there will be differentiated Cournot competition in H and F.

Area (ii)
Firm 1: Local patent; highest profit when firm 2 stays out of H
Firm 2: Stays out of H
Firm 1 and 2 wishes in same direction.

Note that since τ > 0.5 there will be no international trade. Firm 1 has
monopoly in H and stays out of F; firm 2 has duplicated (at no cost) and
has monopoly in F, but stays out of H.

Area (iii)
Firm 1: Local patent; highest profit when firm 2 stays out of H
Firm 2: Stays out of H
Firm 1 and 2 wishes in same direction.

Note that since τ < 0.5 there will be international trade. Firm 1 has monopoly
in H and furthermore sells the product in F. However, firm 2 has duplicated the
product and there will be homogeneous Cournot competition in F. Firm 2 stays
out of H. This area is for medium to low τ .
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Area (iv)
Firm 1: Local patent; highest profit when firm 2 stays out of H
Firm 2: Enters H market
Firm 1 and 2 in opposite direction, which ”hurts” firm 1.

Note that since τ < 0.5 there will be international trade. Firm 1 sells the
product in H and F. Firm 2 has imitated the product and there will be differ-
entiated Cournot competition in H and F. This area is for low τ .

4 Discussion and policy implications

In this paper we analyze two policy dimensions: Trade liberalization and the
scope of the patent.

Referring to figure 1 possible outcomes of trade liberalization – i.e. a fall
in τ – can be detected. It depends on the scope of the patent. For a narrow
patent (i.e. for high ϕ), the inventing firm 1 will always take out a local patent.
However, the export decision of firm 1 depends on the trade costs. For high
trade costs, firm 1 will stay only in H, whereas for medium and low trade costs,
firm 1 will export. Firm 2 will for high and medium trade costs choose to
duplicate and stay only in F. For low trade costs firm 2 will imitate and start
competing with a differentiated product in both H and F. Hence, the strength
of competition may change due to changes in market structure

For a broad patent (i.e. for low ϕ and granting more of a monopoly status),
the inventing firm 1 may take out a local patent for high trade costs, a global
patent for medium trade costs and a local patent for low trade costs. The
foreign competitor – firm 2 – may respond by duplicating for high trade costs
and there will be no international trade, since both firm 1 and firm 2 stay in
their respective domestic markets. For medium and low trade costs firm 2 may
choose to imitate. Both firms will export and there will be two-way trade.

Again referring to figure 1 it is evident that for all levels of trade liberal-
ization, the innovator will always for narrow protection take out a local patent,
whereas if it seeks to be protected broadly it will take out a global patent.

What we have not looked at are the welfare implications of the four possible
outcomes shown in figure 1. However, it is not clear that a clear ranking can be
obtained, but this will certainly be an important question for future research.

5 Conclusions

The finding of the present paper is that firms may choose to protect their intel-
lectual property only partially, by taking out local patents instead of a global
patent. This effect is at work even though we employ assumptions that on first
sight should promote global patents as the optimal choice. First of all we allow
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for international trade, and consider various levels of trade liberalization. Sec-
ond, we assume that the cost of taking a global patent is the same as the cost
of taking a local patent, in fact for simplification we assume that both costs are
zero. Moreover, we also ensure that the foreign competitor firm will react to the
innovation of a new product, by allowing them to duplicate (copy) or imitate
(innovate around the patent – i.e. a differentiated product) at zero costs.

Our simple two-country two-firm model finds that global patents will not be
the rule. In fact for too narrow patents (i.e. patents that result in a low degree
of product differentiation if the product is imitated by the competitor) local
patents will be preferred. Similarly, for a intermediate range of patent scope,
local patents will be preferred to global patents both for very high and for very
low trade costs.

The fundamental mechanism that our model fleshes out is the following:
An international active firm may prefer a local patent over a global patent,
since in the case of a global patent its foreign competitor may be triggered to
innovate around the global patent, and thus resulting in differentiated goods
duopoly on all markets for all firms. By opting for a local patent, the inno-
vator will obviously be copied on the foreign market resulting in homogenous
goods duopoly on the foreign market, but it may be able to preserve a domestic
monopoly, since the foreign competitor with it’s duplicated product is shut out
of the home market. In sum, from the innovators perspective, the profits from
domestic monopoly and oversees homogenous goods duopoly may surpass the
profit of differentiated goods duopoly on both markets.
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